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Following the events of the past week in Stonnont. we have been reflecting here on how 
we might take matters forward. M � ��� � 
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Firstly, a brieflook back at what happened. Rory Montgomery has put together a notf' 1" - z J-'
on the sequence of papers on the Nonh/South issues, and on where we believe we now
stand on the different proposals.

What is clear is that Trimble's intema1 difficulties within the party have again proved a
major stumbling block. The role of John Taylor has also been a crucial factor.

At the same nme - and despite the very real difficulties which exist - some progress has
been made.

-=.--rhe deal worked out with the British Prime Minister on Wednesday night - agreement
that there will be 10 Northern Ireland Departments, that one of these will be Finance,
agreement on a Trade and Business Development Body, and near agreement on an EU
Programmes Body - remains in place and within reach.

Secondly, John Taylor now appears to be getting involved in a more substantive way.

While that can be a double-edged sword, the reality is that without him Trimble seems
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unable to move. His role last week contained traces of the usual Taylor unpredictability
(as one member ofTrimhle's ream remarked to us privately: ·'Taylor has done the usual
180 dt:grec turn that is necessary if we arc to move forward'-�). Having insisted, for
instance. right up co Wednesday night that there was no way that the UUP would agree
to any kind of Trade Body, he was able at Thursday's pre$S conference to say
dismissively that he had no difficulty with such a Body, because that wns simply putting
a structure on something that was already happening anyway!

Next Ste,ps 

The issue now, therefore, is how we take matters forward.

The potentially most difficult of the obstacles to be overcome is the introduction (late on
Wednesday night) by Taylor of the condition that there could be only six Implementation
Bodies (this after Trimble had told the Taoiseach on 20 November that they had no
difficulty with more). He also said that they could agree to only one of these being from
outside the St.Tand Two Annex in the Agreement. Taylor's strategy is clear. He is
effectively seeking to force ourselves. the SDLP and Sinn Fein to choose between the
Trade Body and the Irish Langua�e Body. The UUP must be forced down by the British
on this latter issue.

The posmon in regard to Sinn Fein is also worrying. The events of the week will have
.- 1rther fuelled their scepticism about the UUP's seriousness of intent and certainly will
not have made progress on decommissioning any easier. The new danger to the Irish
Language Body is also a significant additional worry.

I 

-.-#_ • We need also to work closely wit the British. It will he essential to ensure that a joint 7 Vvt.:7

approach is maintained. Accord,ngly, we are proposing to have dinner with the British/ f� 
side tonight in the Secretariat. This will provide an opportunity to take stock, and to plan � f
on how we take matters forward. I will also have the opportunity for some decent
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discussions with Bill Jeffrey in Washington. We can feed these into your own overview

of things with John Holmes.

We understand that the British have been working on drafts which seek to marry our 

drafts of 23 November on the various Bodies, and the UUP proposals of 20 November. 

Our paper of 23 November was in response to the UUP draft given to the Taoiseach on 

20 November and. in effect, a compromise on our original proposals of 10 November. /: •- "
We would be very :ary, therefore, of any further watering down of our paper in that/ �"IA.Jf'A;-fA
concext and we will be making that clear to the British tonight. A better sense of the ,�

bigger picture would also be necessary before proceeding down that route. I do not have IJ fwj� � 
·1 

I 
a difficuity per se with the British _feeding in further papers as lo

�
g as th

� 
context is

· understood and that they have effec�tveJy cleared the drafts with us in advance�

Moreover, it will also be essential thal we should be centrally involved in the subsequent

discussion of these texts with the parties, including the UUP. 

We will, of course. continue to stay in close touch with Seamus MaHon and Sinn Fein. 

Looking forward to the rerum of Trimble next week, and if agreement is not reached via 

Taylor and Mallon in the meantime. we need to consider how the process might be 

brought to closure. My own view is that this will require the joint efforts of the Taoiseach 

and the British Prime Minister, inciuding a joint visit to Belfast. 

_ A.s J mentioned on the phone, the Minister for Foreign Affairs will be meeting Lhe 

Secretary of State over dinner on Thursday to taJ<e stock of developments at that time. 

Media AQproach 

ln the meantime. it would seem advisable that a calm profile be kept in media terms over 

the coming week. While there have been a number of provocative statements by the UUP 

side. it would be counter-productive to get into a slanging match about the events of the
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week (besides. the reality is that public-opinion is making very clear how it views what 

happened). lt would seem preferable, therefore, to keep to a holding line that jt is 

disappointing that difficulties have arisen, but that progress has been made and that we 

must now press on quickly with the work of completing agreement on the Bodies and the 

areas for -co-operation. 

cc: PSM; PSMS; Iv!r. Dalton; Dr. Mansergh 

CounSellors A-1 
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State of Piny on Proposals for North/South Bodies 

A: Chronology 

September/October: Exploratory discussions (a) between Govemmem and NlO/Northem 

Ireland Civil Service (b) between SDLP and UUP (UUP propose 7 

bodies, including in regard to policing of inward investment). 

30 October: 

2 November: 

6 November, 

17 November:

20 November: 

24 November:

Agreement on round-table format for discussions. in absence of 

Shadow North/South Ministerial Cowicil. Government submJt "Work

in Progre:.s'' paper to UUP. propo�ing bodies in following areas: (a) 

Tourism: (b) EU Programmes; (c) Trade Promotion, Business 

Development and Inward Investment: (d) Training and Employment; 

(e) Strategic Transport Planning; (i) Arts. Culrure and Irish Language:

(g) Inland Waterways and Inland Fisheries (7 in all).

Round-table, and bilateral with UUP. 

Meetings at official level with UUP. More detailed version of 30 

October paper handed over on 10 November. 

Meeting TaoiseaclvMr Trimble. UUP table paper proposing bodies in 

following areas: Waterways; Trish Language: Tourism; Transpon; 

Lough Foyle: Carlingford Lough; Irish Lights :l.Ild "up to three bodies'· 

in following areas• Veterinary Research: Environmental Research; 

Food Safety Laboratory (ie on one reading up to l O bodies in all). 

Meetmg at official level meeting with U UP: Government paper of 23 

Novcmb�r handed over. It proposes: Trade Promotion. Business 

Development and Inward Investment ( unchanged from I O November 

paper): Tourism (modified); EU Programmes (modified); StrMegic 

Transport Planning (modified); Inland Waterways (modified. and 
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2/3 December: 

3 Dccemi>er: 

2 

Inland Fisheries eh:ment dropped); Food Safety (new); under heading 

of Language. Irish Language (Arts/Culture element dropped) and 

Ulster Scots (new); wider heading of Aquaculzure and Marine Matters.

Carlingford Lough/Lough Foyle (new) and Irish Lights (new) (total of 

I O bodies, under 8 headings). 

U UP officials, in meetings with Government ot1ic1als on both 24 and 

25 November, indicate general satisfaction with overall direction of 

· paper, while signalling major difliculties w;ch two Bodies - Trade

Promotion, Business Development and Inward lnveslment and, to a

lesser degree, EU Programmes. Nor does lTUP subsequently indicate

any other difficulties with 23 November paper.

British Government (in agreement with Government) produces revised 

proposals in regard to (a) Trade Promotion, Business Development and 

Tnward Investment and (b) Special EU Programmes. 

Agreement brokered by British Prime Minister between UUP and 

SDLP on further British draft of Trade and Business Development 

paper. EU Programmes paper not fu!Jy agreed. 

UUP pull back from agreement and, to the great surprise of the two 

Governments and the SDLP, state that the papers they submined to the 

Taoisea.ch on 20 November are still on the table. 
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B: Texts on Table 

BRlTISH COMPROMISE PAPERS 

I. Trade and Business Development: agreed.

2. Special EU Programmes: not yet fully agreed (square brackets rem3in).

AREAS BOTH JN GOVERNMENT PAPl£R OF 23 NO\'EMUR AND UUP Pt\PF.R OF 20 NOY.EMBER 

3. Tourism (substantial differences)

4. Strategic Transport Planning (minor differences)

5. Inland Waterways (minor differences - question of phasing)

6. Irish Language (minor differences)

7. Food Safety (minor differences - laboratory only, or also public awareness

role?)

8. Lough Foylc/Carlingford Lough (minor differences - one body or two?)

9 Irish Lights (minor differences)

AREA oNLYJN Guvr,RNMENT PAPER oF 23 Noy£MBF.R 

( FOLLOWING MEETING OF 20 NovumER BETWEEN mE TAOISEACH ,\� ll MR. T1UMB1,E) 

ta. Ulster Scors 

AR1;;As oNLv JN UUP PAPER oF 20 NovEMfiER 

11. V eterioary Research

i 2. Environmental Research

4 December 1998 
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